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Determinetion of mechanisms of biological action alkylating compounds with the purpose
of an establishment of interrelation between structure and physiological action is one of the
major problems of our time. Synthesis of new compounds and studying of corresponding
processes in nucleus of cells is considered a priority of chemists and biologists.

N-(P-chlorethyl)-salsoline has been earlier studied on antineoplastic activity in system in
vitro, with the help marked thymidine. Thus it has been shown that this compound inhibits
biosynthesis of nucleinic acids and proteins.

In the present work influence of two antineoplastic preparations N-((3-chlorethyl)-
salsoline and N-(P-chlorethyl)-hexamethylenimine on protein synthetic ability (PSA) at not
sharing cells of animals of different age with use marked lysine has been investigated.
Activity of these two preparations checked in identical concentration of 150 mkg/ml.

Results of research have shown that N-(3-chlorethyl)-salsoline in a doze of 150 mkg/ml
suppresses PSA nucleus of not sharing cells of a brain: on 11 % at 5-days animals; on 26 % at
25-days animals; on 14 % at 35 and 90-days animals.

N-((3-chlorethyl)-hexamethylenimine in the same dozes on the contrary insignificantly
stimulates this process.Jt is possible, that non-ribosomal alkylating does not occur in not
sharing cells by these preparations (in normal cells). The action probably depends on structure
of preparations. It is possible, that these preparations influence through immune system
tumoral cells.

Thus, antineoplastic compounds N-(P-chlorethyl)-salsoline and N-(P-chlorethyl)-
hexamethylenimine do not operate on PSA at a subcellular level.

Work is executed at financial support of the grant «Research of natural connections with
cancerolitic activity and creation on their basis of antineoplastic means».

This work was supported by the Center of Science and Technology RU (4F - 4.19).
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SCREENING OF ACTIVATORS AND INHIBITORS OF NUCLEAR
PROTEIN SYNTHESIS USING LABELED COMPOUNDS

Saitmuratova O.H.
Institute of Bioorganic Chemistry, Tashkent, Uzbekistan

With the purpose of definition of physiological activity of some known and yet not
investigated natural and synthetic compounds (only 40 compounds) their action on protein
synthesis ability (PSA) of nucleus of not sharing cells of a brain of rabbits with use of the
marked amino acid - Cl4-lysine has been investigated.
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As a result of our researches activators of non ribosomal synthesis of protein are
revealed: N-(P-chlorethyl)-decahydroquinoline, licorine, lupinine, anabazine hydrochloride,
peplides: enkephaline, epitalanine, ACTH 4.7, proteinkinase C, nitrocel, benzolaminopurine -
synthetic cytokinine and inhibitors: cocaine, strychnine, aminazine, venom of a cobra snake,
indolil acetic acid, lectine like proteins, extensine like proteins, polyprenols, nitroglycerine.

These received results can be used for the decision of the following problems:
Regulation of biosynthesis of the certain kinds of proteins;
Definition of a functional role of studying proteins;

The classification of studying compounds on activity for research of the certain
processes in a cellular level.
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DETERMINATION OF ABA-BINDING PROTEINS CONTENTS IN
SUBCELLULAR FRACTIONS ISOLATED FROM COTTON

SEEDLINGS USING RADIOIMMUNOANALYSIS

Tursunkhodjayeva F.M.
Institute of Chemistry of Plant Substances, Tashkent, Uzbekistan

Knowledge of plants' hormone receptor sites is essential to understanding of the
principles of phytohormone action in cells and tissues. The hormone abscisic acid (ABA)
takes part in many important physiological processes of plants, including water balance and
resistance to salt stress. The detection of salt tolerance in the early stages of onthogenesis is
desirable for effective cultivation of cotton. Usually such characteristics are determined
visually after genetic analysis of hybrids over several generations. This classic method of
genetics requires a long time to grow several generations of cotton plants. In this connection
we study ABA-binding protein contents in subcellular fractions isolated from seedlings of
several kinds of cotton with different tolerance to salt stress.

The contents of ABA-binding protein in nuclei and chloroplasts fractions isolated from
cotton seedlings were determined using radioimmunoanalysis.

The subcellular fractions were prepared by ultracentrifugation in 0,25 - 2,2 M sucrose
gradient. ABA-binding protein was isolated from cotton seedlings by affinity
chromatography. The antibodies against ABA-bihding protein of cotton were developed in
rabbits according standard ptotocols. Than the antibodies were labelled by radioisotope J1 5

according Greenwood et al.

It was shown, that the nuclei and chloroplasts fractions isolated from cotton with high
tolerance to salt stress contain ABA-binding protein up to 1,5-1,8 times more, than the same
fractions from cotton with low tolerance to salt stress. So, the ABA-binding protein contents
in cotton seedlings may be considered as a marker for screening of cotton kinds, which may
potentially have high tolerance to salt stress.
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